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Reaching the strong coupling regime of light-matter interaction has led to an impressive development in
fundamental quantum physics and applications to quantum information processing. Latests advances in different
quantum technologies, like superconducting circuits or semiconductor quantum wells, show that the ultrastrong
coupling regime (USC) can also be achieved, where novel physical phenomena and potential computational
benefits have been predicted. Nevertheless, the lack of effective decoupling mechanism in this regime has
so far hindered control and measurement processes. Here, we propose a method based on parity symmetry
conservation that allows for the generation and reconstruction of arbitrary states in the ultrastrong coupling
regime of light-matter interactions. Our protocol requires minimal external resources by making use of the
coupling between the USC system and an ancillary two-level quantum system.

I. INTRODUCTION

The realization of platforms composed of effective two-
level quantum systems interacting with the discrete electro-
magnetic modes of a resonator represents a milestone in the
history of quantum physics. In particular, the achievement of
the strong coupling (SC) regime, in which light-matter cou-
pling overcomes losses, gave birth to the field of cavity quan-
tum electrodynamics [1, 2]. Recent experimental develop-
ments have shown that the ultrastrong coupling (USC) regime,
a limit of the quantum Rabi model (QRM) [3, 4], can also
be achieved in a number of implementations such as super-
conducting circuits [5–8], semiconductor quantum wells [9–
11], and possibly in surface acoustic waves [12]. The USC
regime is characterized by a coupling strength between the
cavity field and matter qubits which is comparable with the
resonator frequency. In this case, the field and the two-level
system merge into collective bound states, called polaritons.
Among other features, the aforementioned polaritons exhibit
multiphoton entangled ground states [13] and parity protec-
tion [14]. These represent the distinctive behavior of the USC
regime when compared with the SC regime.

The fast-growing interest in the USC regime is moti-
vated by theoretical predictions of novel fundamental prop-
erties [13, 15–21], and by potential applications in quantum
computing tasks [14, 22, 23]. Nowadays, quantum technolo-
gies featuring the USC regime have been able to character-
ize this coupling regime by means of transmission or reflec-
tion spectroscopy measurements of optical/microwave sig-
nals [6, 8]. However, state reconstruction in the USC regime
of the QRM, as well as quantum information applications, are
hindered by the lack of in situ switchability and control of the
cavity-qubit coupling strength. Direct Wigner function recon-
struction of an anharmonic oscillator has been realized [24],
but only for a small anharmonicity. In the case of harmonic
oscillators, microwave cavity field states have been measured
using streaming Rydberg atoms as probe [25, 26].

Here, we propose the use of an ancillary qubit as a tool
for state generation, spectroscopy, and state reconstruction of

USC polariton states. We analyze a system composed of a
single-mode quantum resonator coupled to two two-level sys-
tems, or qubits, as shown in Fig. 1. One of them (system
qubit) interacts with the cavity mode in the USC regime, form-
ing polariton states, while the coupling strength of the ancil-
lary qubit with the cavity is in the SC regime. Our analysis en-
ables us to design a spectroscopy protocol able to identify the
parity of each USC energy level, allowing us to check distinc-
tive features of the USC spectrum in a realistic experiment.
Moreover, we show how the ancillary qubit allows for state
engineering and tomography of the USC qubit-cavity system.
From our analysis, it emerges that USC polaritons populating
the system substantially modify the light-matter interaction of
the ancillary qubit, leading to a counter-intuitive breaking of
the Jaynes-Cummings model [27] even for small interaction
strengths. Finally, we consider realistic parameters of current
implementations of circuit QED in the USC regime, where
the present model may be implemented with state-of-the-art
technology.

II. THE QUANTUM RABI MODEL AND AN ANCILLARY
QUBIT

The quantum Rabi model (QRM) [3, 4] describes the dipo-
lar coupling of a two-level system and a single-mode cavity
field, as described by the Hamiltonian

HS = ~ωra†a+
~ω
2
σz + ~gσx

(
a† + a

)
, (1)

where a†(a) represents the creation(annihilation) operator of
the cavity field, while σx and σz are Pauli operators defined
in the qubit Hilbert space. We denote, in Eq. (1), the cavity
mode frequency, ωr, the qubit frequency spacing, ω, and the
interaction strength, g. If we restrict ourselves to near reso-
nant interactions, ω ≈ ωr, depending on the parameter g/ωr,
two regimes can be identified: the SC regime for g/ωr � 1
and the USC regime for 0.1 . g/ωr . 1. In the former,
the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) reduces to the celebrated Jaynes-
Cummings model [27], where the conservation of the excita-
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FIG. 1. Sketch of a hypothetical quantum-optical implementa-
tion of the proposed system. A single-mode quantum optical cavity
interacts with a qubit (red, solid color) of frequency ω in the ultra-
strong coupling regime. The coupling g is of the same order of the
qubit and resonator frequencies. Another qubit (blue, shaded color)
can be used as an ancillary system in order to measure and manipu-
late USC polariton states.

tion number N̂ = a†a+ σz turns the model analytically solv-
able. On the contrary, in the USC regime, the field and the
qubit merge into polariton states that feature a discrete sym-
metry Z2, see Fig. 2. This symmetry is characterized by the
parity operator Π̂S = −σz eiπa

†a, such that Π̂S |ψj〉 = ±|ψj〉
with j = 0, . . . ,∞. Here, we denote |ψj〉 as polariton eigen-
states of energy ~ωj . Furthermore, this parity symmetry turns
the model solvable [4], and approximations exist in limiting
cases, as is the case of the perturbative USC regime [28] and
the deep strong coupling (DSC) regime [29, 30].

We consider the QRM in the USC regime plus an ancillary
qubit interacting with the cavity field,

H = HS +HA , HA =
~ωa

2
σaz + ~gaσax

(
a† + a

)
. (2)

Later, we will assume that the frequency ωa can be tuned in
real time, a requirement that can be fulfilled in superconduct-
ing circuits [31, 32]. We set the ancilla-cavity field interaction
ga to be in the SC regime. However, counterintuitively, we
will show that the presence of the USC system activates the
counter-rotating terms of the ancilla ga

(
σa−a+ σa+a

†) even
for small ga/ωr. Indeed, the relevance of the ancilla counter-
rotating terms depends on the polariton eigenstate more than
on the ratio ga/ωr, as long as the interaction between the an-
cillary qubit and the USC system is in the SC regime. Here,
σa± =

(
σax ± i σay)

/
2 is the raising(lowering) operator of the

ancilla.
The spectrum of the full Hamiltonian (2) is shown in

Fig. 3(a) (Fig. 3(b)) as a function of the ancilla frequency for
g/ωr = 0.3 (g/ωr = 0.6), corresponding to the vertical lines
displayed in Fig. 2. The total ancilla-system spectrum, associ-
ated to HamiltonianH in Eq. (2), presents three main features.
Firstly, the system still preserves the Z2 symmetry with the
global parity operator Π̂ = σaz⊗σz eiπa

†a = Π̂A⊗Π̂S . Notice
that eigenstates with global parity +1(−1) are represented by
dashed-red(continuous-blue) lines in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Sec-
ondly, introducing the ancillary qubit results in the splitting of
the energy levels of polaritons. There are regions where the
energy differences behave linearly with ωa/ωr, so the main

FIG. 2. Spectrum of the quantum Rabi model. Energy levels of the
quantum Rabi model as a function of the dimensionless parameter
g/ωr . We assume ~ = 1. Parameter values are expressed in units of
ωr and we consider a detuned system qubit ω/ωr = 0.8. Energies
are rescaled in order to set the ground level to zero. The parity of the
corresponding eigenstates is identified, blue continuous line for odd
and red dashed lines for even states.

contribution of the ancilla comes from its self-energy. This
behavior can be explained if we consider the average value of
the quadrature X̂ = a + a† appearing in the cavity-ancilla
interaction of Eq. (2). It vanishes for diagonal projections in
the polariton basis, that is, 〈ψj |X̂|ψj〉 = 0 for j = 0, . . . ,∞
(see Supplementary information). Thirdly, intersections be-
tween levels of different global parity subspaces show that
those eigenstates are not coupled. On the contrary, avoided
crossings between eigenenergies sharing the same global par-
ity confirm that such states experience a direct coupling. In the
following, we will show how this feature allows for selective
state engineering of the USC polaritons.

In order to use the ancillary qubit as a tool to character-
ize and to measure polaritons in the USC regime, the ground
state of the ancilla plus USC system must be separable. This
condition is fulfilled as seen in Fig. 3(c), where we show
the purity P = Tr

{
ρ2a
}

for the ground and first excited
states. We define the ancilla reduced density matrix as ρa =
Trpolariton {ρ}, where the partial trace runs over the USC sys-
tem degrees of freedom. If P = 1, the ancilla and the polari-
ton are in a separable state. Contrariwise, in coincidence with
avoided crossings in the spectrum, see Fig. 3(a,b), the purity
presents some dips for excited states revealing ancilla-system
entanglement, with P = 1/2 corresponding to a maximally
entangled state.

III. REAL-TIME DYNAMICS AND SPECTROSCOPIC
PROTOCOL

Let us now analyze the total system real-time dynamics.
From the previous consideration on the spectrum, it emerges
that we can describe the ancilla and the USC system in the
Hilbert space denoted by the tensor product of both subsys-
tems H = Hancilla ⊗ Hpolariton. Accordingly, we formally
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FIG. 3. Global spectral properties as a function of the ancilla
energy spacing. (a), (b) Energy levels of the full model of Eq. (2)
as a function of the ancilla frequency ωa. We assume ~ = 1. For
both (a) and (b), the USC qubit frequency is ω/ωr = 0.8 and the
ancilla-field cavity interaction strength is ga/ωr = 0.02. The USC
qubit coupling is g/ωr = 0.3 for (a) and g/ωr = 0.6 for (b). Ener-
gies are rescaled in order to set the ground level to zero. The global
parity of the corresponding eigenstates is identified, blue continuous
line for odd and red dashed lines for even states. (c) Purity P of the
reduced density matrix of the ancillary qubit for different global sys-
tem eigenstate, as a function of the ancilla frequency. For the ground
state |ψ0〉, P is always unity.

rewrite the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) as

H = ~
∑
j

ωj |ψj〉 〈ψj |+
~ωa

2
σaz +HI

HI = ~gaσax
∑
ij

[
kij |ψi〉 〈ψj |+ k∗ji |ψi〉 〈ψj |

]
, (3)

where we denote |ψj〉 as polariton states of energy ~ωj . These
states are given by eigenstates of HS (1) and we also define
the transition matrix elements kij = 〈ψi| a |ψj〉.

Because of the strong anharmonicity of the QRM, when the
ancilla frequency matches a given polariton transition ωa =
ωα − ωβ , we can perform a RWA and rewrite the interaction

Hamiltonian HI as (see Supplementary information)

HI = ~ga
(
kαβ + k∗βα

)
σa− |ψα〉 〈ψβ |+ H.c., (4)

where we fixed ωα > ωβ . Such a Hamiltonian induces co-
herent excitation transfer between the ancilla qubit and the
polariton system. Notice that the matrix element kij is non-
vanishing only for transitions that link states of opposite par-
ity in the polaritonic system. To check the validity of our
analytical treatment, we simulate the real-time dynamics of
the full model. We take into account decoherence effects by
means of second-order time-convolutionless projection opera-
tor method [33], which correctly describes the dissipative dy-
namics in the USC regime. In this simulation we have con-
sidered zero-temperature thermal baths and noises acting on
the X̂ quadrature and transversal noise (σx) for both two-
level systems. Realistic parameters for superconducting cir-
cuits have been considered. Fig. 4(c) shows an example of
Rabi oscillations (green continuous line) between the states
|e〉 |ψ0〉 and |g〉 |ψ1〉, where we denoted with |g〉(|e〉) the
ground(excited) state of the ancillary qubit.

We stress that counter-rotating terms ga
(
σa+a

† + σa−a
)

of
the ancilla-cavity coupling, see Eq.(2), play an important role
in the total system dynamics. Those terms contribute to
Eq. (4) with the coefficients kαβ and k∗βα, given that we fixed
ωα > ωβ . Their effect is highlighted in Fig. 4(c) by reproduc-
ing the same dynamics in the case in which such contributions
are artificially neglected (black dashed line). Notice that, if
the system qubit were removed, or if it were interacting in the
SC regime, the effect of counter-rotating terms of the ancilla-
cavity interaction would be negligible for such small values
of the ratio ga/ω. In fact, the presence of a qubit in the USC
regime modifies the mode structure of the cavity field in such
a way that the coefficients kij can be non-vanishing also for
ωi > ωj (see Supplementary information). In simple words,
this condition implies that removing a photon results in an in-
crease of the system energy, in striking contrast with Jaynes-
Cummings-like energy spectrum. Indeed, the counterintuitive
breaking of the RWA, explained here for an ancilla interacting
with a ultrastrongly coupled system, unveils a general feature
of the USC regime.

The expectation value of σaz can be measured by detuning
ωa out of resonance, with respect to the USC system, and in
resonance with an idle cavity for readout [34, 35]. This en-
ables us to design a spectroscopy protocol for the USC sys-
tem, which identifies the parity of each energy level. Such
a protocol consists in keeping track of the expectation value
〈σaz 〉 during the time-evolution, after initializing the USC sys-
tem in its ground level and the ancilla in its excited state
|φe

0〉 = |ψ0〉 |e〉. Notice that the ground and first-excited
states of the QRM Hamiltonian have even and odd parity,
respectively. The initialization can be realized when the an-
cilla is far off-resonance, then its frequency can be suddenly
switched [32] to be within the relevant frequency range. As
the ancilla frequency becomes closer to a given transition of
the USC system, the amplitude of the excitation transfer in-
creases, granted that the process preserves the global parity.
Thus, sampling the ancilla dynamics for different values of
ωa, we can deduce the USC system eigenvalues belonging to
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FIG. 4. Spectroscopic protocol and real time dynamics. (a), (b)
Numerical simulation of the spectroscopy protocol. Visibility of the
ancilla population oscillations as a function of frequency ωa. Physi-
cal parameters correspond to the vertical cuts in Fig. 2. For both (a)
and (b), the system qubit frequency is ω/ωr = 0.8 and the ancilla-
field cavity coupling is ga/ωr = 0.02. The USC system coupling is
g/ωr = 0.3 for (a) and g/ωr = 0.6 for (b). The parity of each en-
ergy level is identified, blue continuous line for odd and red-dashed
lines for even states. (c) Comparison of full model (green continu-
ous line) to the dynamics obtained when removing counter-rotating
terms from the ancilla-cavity interaction (black dashed line). System
parameters are the same that in box (b). In all cases, decay rates are
γ/ωr = 10−3 for the system qubit, γr/ωr = 10−4 for the cavity
and γa/ωr = 10−4 for the ancilla.

a specific parity subspace (blue continuous line in Fig. 4a and
Fig. 4b). We define the visibility as half the difference be-
tween the maximum and the minimum values reached by 〈σaz 〉
during its time-evolution. Considering realistic parameters of
superconducting circuit technology, taking ωr = 2π×5 GHz,
the first three resonance peaks can be obtained within a time
of approximatively 10 µs (see Supplementary information).

In the same way, we can obtain the level structure of the
even subspace (red dashed line in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b) by re-
peating the protocol with the odd initial state |φo

0〉 = |ψ1〉 |e〉,
i.e., both the ancilla and the USC system in their first-excited
state. The total system can be initialized in such a state via
state-transfer process (see below) plus a spin-flip operation on
the ancilla qubit. The proposed spectroscopic protocol allows
us to obtain the parity structure of the USC system in a direct
way. Hence, one could check the eigenstate-parity inversion
(see Fig. 2), which is specific to the QRM and represents a

distinctive signature of the USC regime. Higher energy levels
can be obtained in a similar way with a multi-step procedure.
Notice that the widths of the resonance peaks in Fig. 4 are
proportional to the matrix elements kij , hence they contain
information about the eigenstates of the USC system.

IV. TOMOGRAPHY AND STATE ENGINEERING

So far we have considered the ancillary qubit dynamics as
a tool to investigate the spectral structure of the USC system.
Let us now focus on how this ancilla can be used as a tool
to fully measure and control the USC, granted that a limited
number of its eigenstates can be excited. First, we show how
the tomography of the ancillary qubit [36] enables us to re-
cover all the coefficients of the USC density matrix. The pro-
tocol to be followed consists in initializing the ancilla in a
proper state, implementing a selective state transfer between
the USC system and the ancilla, and performing tomography
of the latter. After the initialization of the ancilla, the global
density matrix reads ρ =

∑
i,j ρij |ψi〉 〈ψj | ⊗ |g〉 〈g|. For

opposite parity eigenstates |ψn〉 and |ψm〉, implementing the
state transfer process |ψn〉 |g〉 ↔ |ψm〉 |e〉, and tracing over
the USC system degrees of freedom, we obtain the ancillary
qubit density matrix

ρa = ρ0 |g〉 〈g|+ρnn |e〉 〈e|+ρnm |e〉 〈g|+ρmn |g〉 〈e| , (5)

where ρ0 =
∑
i 6=n ρii. Hence, performing tomography over

the ancilla yields the value of the population in state |ψn〉 and
the coherence coefficients with |ψm〉. In order to infer the
coherences between USC system states of identical parity, a
slightly different procedure must be used. In this case, a two-
step state transfer process can be implemented, making use
of a third level of opposite parity to mediate the interaction
(see Supplementary information). Then, iterating the protocol
for all couples of relevant eigenstates, the complete density
matrix of the USC system state can be reconstructed.

Notice that the selective state-transfer processes introduced
for the tomography protocol can be performed in a reverse
way to engineer the state of the USC system itself. Assuming
that any single-qubit gate can be performed on the ancilla, the
components of the USC system state in the energy eigenba-
sis can be individually addressed by means of the selective
interactions of Eq. (4). Parity-forbidden transitions can be
circumvented by means of a two-step protocol (see Supple-
mentary information). For instance, the USC system can be
prepared in any superposition of its eigenstates by iteratively
initializing the ancilla qubit in the desired state, tuning its en-
ergy spacing to match a given transition, and performing a
selective state-transfer. This feature can be exploited in order
to connect ultrastrongly-coupled systems with standard quan-
tum information processing devices. For instance a logical
qubit can be encoded in the ancilla state and then transferred
to the polariton, where the computational benefits of the USC
coupling can be exploited [14, 22, 23].
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V. DISCUSSION

In conclusion, we have analyzed the interaction between an
ancillary qubit and an ultrastrongly coupled qubit-cavity sys-
tem. We find that the presence of a USC qubit- cavity system
modifies the interaction of the cavity with the ancillary qubit
in a nontrivial manner. We have designed a spectroscopy pro-
tocol able to detect parity-inversion of eigenstates, a signature
of the USC regime in the QRM, requiring control over a sin-

gle ancillary qubit and tunability of its effective frequency.
The present method can be applied in order to certify that a
device is operating in the USC regime of the quantum Rabi
model. Moreover, we show that the same ancilla may be used
as a tool to engineer the dynamics of arbitrary USC system
states. The proposed method overcomes the lack of decou-
pling mechanisms in the USC regime, requiring minimal ex-
ternal resources. Our results pave the way to novel applica-
tions of the USC regime of the QRM in quantum technologies
and quantum information processing.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

VI. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE RABI MODEL

We will not provide here a detailed description of the properties of the Rabi model eigenstates (instead we refer to [1]).
The main feature we will focus on is the parity conservation of the Rabi Hamiltonian. Let us define the parity operator Π =

−σzeiπa
†a, which corresponds to the parity of the number of excitations in the composite system. Once the parity operator is

defined, it is straightforward to show that it commutes with the Rabi Hamiltonian. This ensures that any eigenstate of the Rabi
model is also an eigenstate of the parity operator.

Let us now consider the action of the creation operator on an arbitrary eigenstate |ψn〉. From its very definition, the creation
operator creates one excitation inside the cavity, thus bringing |ψn〉 to a vector of opposite parity. In other words, a† |ψn〉 belongs
to a subspace orthogonal to the one in which lies |ψn〉. Eventually we have shown the following relation:

〈ψj | a† |ψn〉 = 0 (6)

for any j such that the parity of |ψj〉 is the same as |ψn〉, as shown in Fig.5. This demonstration naturally extends to the
annihilation operator a. As a corollary, we have:

〈ψn| a(†) |ψn〉 = 0 (7)

We show in the main text that apart from avoided crossings, the full model eigenstates are in product states made of eigenstates
of the Rabi model and the ancilla being in the ground or excited state. Eq. (7) proves that the only contribution from the ancilla
to the eigenenergies comes from the free Hamiltonian (ωa/2)σaz . This explains the behavior of the eigenenergies as a function
of ωa: fully degenerate at ωa = 0, then increasing linearly.

VII. DERIVATION OF THE EFFECTIVE INTERACTION HAMILTONIAN

We consider the system as being composed of the the Rabi model interacting via the resonator field with the ancillary qubit.
This means the total Hamiltonian reads:

H =
∑
n

ωn |ψn〉 〈ψn|+
ωa
2
σaz +HI

HI = gaσ
a
x(a+ a†) (8)

where we denoted with |ψn〉 the eigenstates, of increasing energy ωn, of the Rabi model. Using the completeness relation
I =

∑
n |ψn〉 〈ψn|, the interaction Hamiltonian becomes:

HI = gaσ
a
x

∑
i,j

kij |ψi〉 〈ψj |+ k∗ji |ψi〉 〈ψj | (9)
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FIG. 5. Absolute values of the elements of the transition matrix kij = 〈ψi| a |ψj〉. The left box corresponds to the strong coupling regime
(g/ωr = 0.03), while the right box corresponds to the USC regime (g/ωr = 0.6), i.e. the Rabi model. The diagonal term vanish, as shown in
section VI. Notice that in the SC regime, where the Jaynes-Cummings model applies, the coefficients kij vanish for ωi > ωj .

where kij = 〈ψi| a |ψj〉. In the previous section we recalled that for any i we have 〈ψi| a+ a† |ψi〉 = 0. Thus we can order the
double sum in equation Eq. (9) to get:

HI = gaσ
a
x

∑
i>j

(kij + k∗ji) |ψi〉 〈ψj |+ (kji + k∗ij) |ψj〉 〈ψi| (10)

Since the |ψn〉’s are labeled in increasing energy, we can interpret the two operators in the sum the following way: one raising
the energy of the polariton, |ψi〉 〈ψj |, the other one lowering the energy |ψj〉 〈ψi|. Now we will assume that the spectrum of
the Rabi model is non-linear enough so that we are able to isolate one particular transition frequency ωij = ωi − ωj > 0. This
anharmonic assumption is valid in the regime of g/ωr . 2, which is the one we consider here. Thus we can perform a new
Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA) when bringing the frequency of the ancilla close to resonance with ωij . More precisely,
we moveHI to the interaction picture:

H̃I(t) = ga(σa+e
iωat + σa−e

−iωat)((kij + k∗ji) |ψi〉 〈ψj | eiωijt + (kji + k∗ij) |ψj〉 〈ψi| e−iωijt) (11)

In this expression we identify two oscillating frequencies: ωa + ωij and ωa − ωij ≡ δ. In this context we will perform the
standard RWA, neglecting the quickly oscillating terms. The interaction picture Hamiltonian reads:

H̃I(t) = ga((kij + k∗ji)σ
a
− |ψi〉 〈ψj | e−iδt + (kji + k∗ij)σ

a
+ |ψj〉 〈ψi| eiδt) (12)

thus yielding a Jaynes-Cummings-like interaction Hamiltonian.

VIII. ESTIMATION OF THE TIME REQUIRED TO PERFORM THE SPECTROSCOPY PROTOCOL

Our protocol allows for analyzing the spectrum of the polariton, based on measurements performed on the ancillary qubit.
This means the relevant parameters for this protocol are well-known and the manipulations are now standard [2]. In this section
we will provide a rough estimation of the time required to detect the peaks in Fig. 4 of the main text.

The right order of magnitude for the experimental ω2 spacing is given by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of those
peaks. In our case, the FWHM is of the order of 0.1ωr. Besides, we span with ωr an interval of approximate length 2ωr.
Considering 5 points per peak, we obtain an upper bound on the number of points we want to measure of 100. This value could
be further reduced performing a more clever analysis of the spectrum.

Every point actually corresponds to computing the visibility of Rabi oscillations at a given ancilla frequency. This can be done
by measuring the ancilla until half a period, in other words by monitoring the ancilla for a time Thalf ≈ 50/ωr (see Fig. 4c in
the main text). This monitoring requires to measure σaz roughly 50 times, every measurement being of a duration at most Thalf .
For a standard cavity in circuit QED, we have ωr ≈ 2π× 5 GHz, which gives approximately 100 ns to recover the visibility at a
given frequency ω2.

Going from one point to another means tuning the ancillary qubit frequency. This can be done in a few nanoseconds [2],
hence it is negligible compared to the computation of a single point. In the end, summing 100 ns for 100 values of ω2, the whole
spectroscopy duration is of the order of 10 microseconds.
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IX. MULTI-STEP PROCESS FOR TOMOGRAPHY

The goal of this section is to show how one may address transitions that should be forbidden because of parity conservation.
Let |ψa〉 and |ψb〉 two eigenstates of the Rabi model of same parity. We want to distinguish the pure states made of an arbitrary
superposition of |ψa〉 and |ψb〉 from the statistical mixture with same weights. To this end, we will make use of an auxiliary
eigenstate of opposite parity |φ〉. In the following we will consider two different cases: first when the energy of |φ〉 lies in
between the energies of |ψa〉 and |ψb〉, then when it doesn’t.

A. Forbidden transition with an auxiliary one in between

We suppose here the following ordering of the Rabi eigenstates energies. Namely: E|ψa〉 < E|φ〉 < E|ψb〉. We will consider
that only those three levels are populated, assuming that we are able to initialize the ancilla in the |+〉 ≡ (|e〉 + |g〉)/

√
2 state.

The initial state reads:

|φi〉 = (α |ψa〉+ β |ψb〉+ γ |φ〉) |+〉 (13)

First we perform half a Rabi oscillation between |ψa〉 and |φ〉. This transforms the global state as follows:

|φ1〉 = α
|ψa〉 |g〉+ |φ〉 |g〉√

2
+ β |ψb〉 |+〉+ γ

|ψa〉 |e〉+ |φ〉 |e〉√
2

(14)

Then we repeat the protocol for the transition between |φ〉 and |ψb〉. Thus we have:

|φ2〉 = α
|ψa〉 |g〉+ |φ〉 |g〉√

2
+ β
|φ〉 |e〉+ |ψb〉 |e〉√

2
+ γ
|ψa〉 |e〉+ |ψb〉 |g〉√

2
(15)

which we can write in a more convenient way:

|φ2〉 =
1√
2

(|φa〉 |g〉+ |φb〉 |e〉) (16)

where |φa〉 and |φb〉 are two non-orthogonal states. Eventually, the reduced density matrix of the ancillary qubit reads:

ρa =

(
|α|2 + 1

2 |γ|
2 1

2 (αβ∗ + αγ∗ + γβ∗)
1
2 (α∗β + α∗γ + γ∗β) |β|2 + 1

2 |γ|
2

)
(17)

Finally, assuming that we can infer the coherences between |ψa〉 and |φ〉 and between |ψb〉 and |φ〉 separately, this protocol
allows for measuring the coherence terms relative to a forbidden transition – which correspond here to the product αβ∗.

B. Forbidden transition between two consecutive eigenstates

In the case where the forbidden transition involves two consecutive eigenstates the result is a bit different. The energies
correspond to E|ψa〉 < E|ψb〉 < E|φ〉. The initial state is again

|φi〉 = (α |ψa〉+ β |ψb〉+ γ |φ〉) |+〉 (18)

The first excitation transfer, associated with the transition between |ψa〉 and |φ〉 yields:

|ϕ1〉 = α
|ψa〉 |g〉+ |φ〉 |g〉√

2
+ β |ψb〉 |+〉+ γ

|ψa〉 |e〉+ |φ〉 |e〉√
2

(19)

Then when it comes to the transition between |ψb〉 and |φ〉 the global state becomes:

|ϕ2〉 = α
|ψa〉 |g〉+ |ψb〉 |e〉√

2
+ β
|φ〉 |e〉+ |ψb〉 |e〉√

2
+ γ
|ψa〉 |e〉+ |φ〉 |e〉√

2
(20)

which we can once again write, defining two non-orthogonal states |ϕa〉 and |ϕa〉 different than before:

|ϕ2〉 =
1√
2

(|ϕa〉 |g〉+ |ϕb〉 |e〉) (21)
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and for the reduced density matrix of the ancilla:

ρa =

(
|β|2 + 1

2 |α|
2 1

2 (αγ∗ + βα∗ + βγ∗)
1
2 (α∗γ + β∗α+ β∗γ) |γ|2 + 1

2 |α|
2

)
(22)

Once again, one may access the coherence terms relative to the forbidden transition.
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